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eet layer configuration—a novel
supramolecular architecture based on predictions
by Pauling and Corey†

Amaruka Hazari,‡a Michael R. Sawaya,‡b Niko Vlahakis,b Timothy C. Johnstone, a

David Boyer,b Jose Rodriguez,b David Eisenbergb and Jevgenij A. Raskatov *a

The rippled b-sheet is a peptidic structural motif related to but distinct from the pleated b-sheet. Both

motifs were predicted in the 1950s by Pauling and Corey. The pleated b-sheet was since observed in

countless proteins and peptides and is considered common textbook knowledge. Conversely, the

rippled b-sheet only gained a meaningful experimental foundation in the past decade, and the first

crystal structural study of rippled b-sheets was published as recently as this year. Noteworthy, the

crystallized assembly stopped at the rippled b-dimer stage. It did not form the extended, periodic rippled

b-sheet layer topography hypothesized by Pauling and Corey, thus calling the validity of their prediction

into question. NMR work conducted since moreover shows that certain model peptides rather form

pleated and not rippled b-sheets in solution. To determine whether the periodic rippled b-sheet layer

configuration is viable, the field urgently needs crystal structures. Here we report on crystal structures of

two racemic and one quasi-racemic aggregating peptide systems, all of which yield periodic rippled

antiparallel b-sheet layers that are in excellent agreement with the predictions by Pauling and Corey. Our

study establishes the rippled b-sheet layer configuration as a motif with general features and opens the

road to structure-based design of unique supramolecular architectures.
Introduction

Tailored proteins and peptides hold immense potential for
materials development and biomedical application. Chiral (i.e.,
D-amino acid) substitutions may be employed to generate self-
assembling peptide architectures with unique properties,1–6

bioactive compounds with distinct activities,7–13 as well as
systems with enhanced crystallization behavior.14–18 There is
great interest in developing new peptidic systems that contain D-
amino acid substitutions, as this would allow systematic access
to a vast structural space with unique molecular properties.

The rippled b-sheet is a largely neglected structural motif,
hypothesized by Pauling and Corey in 1953.19 It is closely related
to but distinct from the pleated b-sheet proposed by the same
authors two years prior.20 More specically, the pleated b-sheet
is homochiral, i.e., enantiopure, whereas in the rippled b-sheet,
every second peptide strand is of opposing chirality, i.e.,
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racemic (Fig. 1). The mirroring of every second strand in the
pleated b-sheet produces a distinct backbone topography in the
rippled b-sheet. It leads to profound differences in the relative
orientation of peptide sidechains between any two adjacent b-
strands in the layer, which are eclipsed in the pleated but
staggered in the rippled b-sheet. As a result, peptide sidechains
experience much less steric crowding in the rippled b-sheet.

Research conducted in the 1970s combined experiment and
theory, nding that the achiral polyglycine peptide forms chiral
conformers and associates into rippled b-sheets known as pol-
yglycine I.21–23 This work was reviewed recently by Lotz, who
performed much of this early pioneering research.24 The
ensuing four decades were characterized by only minimal
research activity in the eld.25–27 From 2010 on, the laboratories
of Schneider, Nilsson and Raskatov independently published
a number of key studies.1–5,11,28–31 This work was reviewed in an
article written jointly by the three investigators.32

In 2022, we published the rippled b-sheet dimer structure of
(L,L,L)-triphenylalanine (“FFF”) and (D,D,D)-triphenylalanine (fff)
(“FFF:fff”).33 However, instead of forming the sought layers,
FFF:fff packed into a herringbone structure, raising doubt as to
whether the periodic rippled b-sheet layer conguration pre-
dicted by Pauling and Corey was viable. Very recent solution
state NMR work further challenged the eld by showing that
certain model peptides preferentially form pleated and not
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8947–8952 | 8947
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Fig. 1 Pleated and rippled antiparallel periodic b-sheet layers
hypothesized by Pauling and Corey. Cb carbons are shown as black
spheres; Cb carbons are shown as spheres and those above the plane
of the sheet are circled in yellow for clarity.
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rippled b-sheets.34,35 The development of a rm crystallographic
foundation is, therefore, of utmost importance.

Herein we report on three crystal structures of periodic
rippled b-sheets, formed from three distinct peptide systems.
Our ndings answer a longstanding structural question for the
eld and pave the road to the systematic structure-based design
of a new class of supramolecular polymers.
Fig. 2 The periodic rippled antiparallel b-sheet [FYF:fyf]n layer, shown in
distances in [Å]; (L,L,L)-tripeptides in green; (D,D,D)-tripeptides in purple. Pa
shown (C).
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Results and discussion

Although our understanding of what makes a peptide ripple-
genic remains very limited, some rudimentary design princi-
ples are beginning to emerge. As such, our recent X-ray crys-
tallography work identied phenylalanine as a ripple-genic
residue.33 Although the FFF:fff model successfully formed
cross-b dimers, the system stopped short of forming periodic b-
sheet layers, possibly due to a quirk in the packing of the
phenylalanine side chains, favoring end-to-edge rather than
edge-to-edge interactions. To explore a greater sequence space,
we designed tripeptides with different aromatic amino acids.

The desired outcome was achieved by substituting the
central phenylalanine residues within FFF and fff by tyrosine
(FYF and fyf, respectively). The racemic mixture of FYF and its
mirror-image counterpart, fyf, crystallized into small needles
from a water/hexauoroisopropanol (HFIP) mixture, which were
revealed by X-ray crystallography to be composed of periodic
antiparallel rippled b-sheet layers (Fig. 2). The asymmetric unit
of the FYF:fyf crystal is a single tripeptide (Fig. S1†). The indi-
vidual tripeptides stack in the H-bonding dimension, forming
extended antiparallel rippled b-sheet layers, in which mirror-
image peptide strands are arranged in strictly alternating
fashion. This novel layer architecture, which we term [FYF:fyf]n,
is in excellent qualitative agreement with the prediction made
by Pauling and Corey (Fig. S2†). Each L-tripeptide is sandwiched
between two D-tripeptides, and each D-tripeptide is sandwiched
between two L-tripeptides in periodic fashion within the indi-
vidual b-sheet layers, with H-bond distances ranging from
two orthogonal projections (A and B). Dihedral angles in [�]; H-bond
cking in the crystallographic lattice; four symmetry-equivalent columns

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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2.011(3) Å to 2.057(3) Å (Fig. 2A). Each tripeptide has four H-
bonds to one of its two direct neighbors in the layer (i.e.,
“tight dimer”), and two H-bonds to the other (i.e., “loose
dimer”). The tight FYF:fyf rippled b-sheet dimer closely resem-
bles the FFF:fff rippled b-sheet dimer.33 The resemblance
suggests that the initial step of mirror-image peptide self-
assembly may be the formation of the tight dimer, which then
nucleates sequence-dependent higher order assembly. The
torsional angles for the central residue are measured as 4 ¼
�132.1(3)� and j ¼ 127.2(3)� for the L-tripeptide, and 4 ¼
132.1(3)� and j ¼ �127.2(3)� for the inversion-related D-tri-
peptide (Fig. 2B). The lack of twist is in agreement with theory.29

The individual rippled antiparallel [FYF:fyf]n b-sheet columns
associate periodically to form a three-dimensional crystallo-
graphic lattice (Fig. 2C). Two distinct lateral association modes
are observed, one of which is governed by salt bridges between
the two peptide enantiomers, and the other which is driven by
hydrophobic steric zippers between the mirror-image peptides.
Given the analogy to amyloids,36 we dene the pairs of rippled b-
sheets that are mated via steric zippers and extend along the
length of the needle crystal as rippled b-sheet brils.

To determine whether rippled b-sheet brils would tolerate
a bulkier sidechain, the central residue was changed to Trp
(“W”). The racemic mixture of FWF and fwf was crystallized,
yielding needles containing periodic [FWF:fwf]n antiparallel
rippled b-sheet layers (Fig. 3). H-bond distances between
peptide strands within the [FWF:fwf]n columns are slightly
longer than with [FYF:fyf]n and cover a somewhat wider range
from 2.031(3) Å to 2.151(3) Å (Fig. 3A). Once again, an
Fig. 3 The periodic rippled antiparallel b-sheet [FWF:fwf]n layer, shown
distances in [Å]; (L,L,L)-tripeptides in green; (D,D,D)-tripeptides in purple. Pa
shown (C).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
alternation between tight and loose dimers is noted. Unlike the
[FYF:fyf]n structure, the asymmetric unit of [FWF:fwf]n contains
two crystallographically independent enantiomeric peptides
that deviate slightly from perfect inversion symmetry (Fig. S3†).
The torsional angles for the central residue are measured as 4¼
�156.3(4)� and j ¼ 164.7(4)� for the L-tripeptide, and 4 ¼
161.2(4)� and j ¼ �167.0(3)� for the D-tripeptide (Fig. 3B; note
that for each bril there is a mirror-image bril in the lattice, cf.
Fig. 3C). The packing of individual rippled b-sheet layers in the
[FWF:fwf]n lattice is similar to that of [FYF:fyf]n (Fig. 3C vs.
Fig. 2C), with pairs of [FWF:fwf]n layers mated via steric zippers
to form rippled b-sheet brils. In close analogy to the [FYF:fyf]n
system, the rippled b-sheet brils of [FWF:fwf]n are associated
laterally through salt bridges.

Our ndings inspired us to explore the possibility of making
a quasi-racemic rippled b-sheet bril as proof of concept for an
[A:B]n array, a potentially useful design principle for peptidic
materials.6 An equimolar mixture of the FWF L-tripeptide and
the fyf D-tripeptide was crystallized, and yielded needles con-
taining periodic [FWF:fyf]n rippled antiparallel b-sheet layers, in
which the L- and the D-tripeptides were found to strictly alter-
nate (Fig. 4 and S4†). The backbone conguration is very similar
to that found with [FYF:fyf]n and [FWF:fwf]n. The H-bond
distances within the rippled b-sheet layer range from 1.949(1)
Å to 2.024(1) Å. An alternation of tight and loose interfaces is
once again noted, with four and two H-bonds, respectively
(Fig. 4A). The torsional angles for the central residue are
measured as 4 ¼ �118.4(2)� and j ¼ 116.3(2)� for the FWF L-
tripeptide, and 4 ¼ 118.1(2)� and j ¼ �111.8(2)� for the fyf D-
in two orthogonal projections (A and B). Dihedral angles in [�]; H-bond
cking in the crystallographic lattice; four symmetry-equivalent columns

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8947–8952 | 8949



Fig. 4 The periodic rippled antiparallel b-sheet [FWF:fyf]n layer, shown in two orthogonal projections (A and B). Dihedral angles in [�]; H-bond
distances in [Å]; (L,L,L)-tripeptides in green; (D,D,D)-tripeptides in purple. Packing in the crystallographic lattice; four symmetry-equivalent columns
shown (C).
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tripeptide (Fig. 4B). Like the systems discussed above, the
individual [FWF:fyf]n columns are mated via steric zipper
interfaces into rippled b-sheet brils that are packed laterally
through salt bridges (Fig. 4C; see also Fig. S5†). Two L-trypto-
phan rotamers and two D-tyrosine rotamers are present (Fig. 4C;
only one set of rotamers is shown in Fig. 4A; see Fig. S6† for the
other rotamer set). Comparison of the Ramachandran (phi/psi)
angles associated with the central residues was also of interest,
revealing that the individual [FWF:fwf]n rippled b-sheet layers
are substantially atter than both [FYF:fyf]n and [FWF:fyf]n (cf.
Fig. 2B, 3B and 4B). A possible explanation is that in the case of
[FWF:fwf]n, the structure adopts an extended conformation to
enable aromatic stacking of F1 and w2 side chains on neigh-
boring strands. The other two rippled b-sheet systems reveal no
such stacking of aromatic rings. Substantial Ramachandran
angle variance in pleated b-sheets was previously noted by
Eisenberg and co-workers, who found that the degree of b-
strand extension and the associated pleating/attening of the b-
sheet is correlated with bril stability.37

The preference for pleated vs. rippled is likely governed by
a complex interplay of interactions including H-bonding, salt
bridges, p-stacking and hydrophobic nesting that may occur
both within individual b-sheets or layers and between layers.32

Wallach's rule was recently invoked to attempt to explain the
tendency for racemic peptides to form rippled b-sheets in the
solid state.35 It is important to note, however, that racemic
peptide mixtures may produce racemic crystals without forming
a rippled b-sheet. For example, the enantiomers in the racemic
mixture of the GSTSTA peptide repeat from the ice-nucleation
8950 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8947–8952
protein InaZ, self-sorted locally into pleated b-sheet layers that
mated via mirror-image steric zippers in the racemic crystal
(Fig. S7†), rather than forming rippled sheets.38 This shows that
there are limits to using Wallach's rule to explain rippled b-
sheet formation in the solid state. While the peptides sequences
reported here are composed of aromatic amino acids, aromatic
residues are not required for rippled b-sheet formation as both
the polyglycine I system and the EKELV sequence in RV1738
adopt rippled congurations.16,24

As part of this study, we also obtained crystals of the enan-
tiopure FYF tripeptide. Whereas those crystals proved to be too
small for conventional X-ray diffraction methods, micro elec-
tron diffraction (micro-ED) permitted successful structure
solution and renement (Fig. 5 and S8†). Intriguingly,
[FYF:FYF]n forms parallel (pleated) b-sheets, distinct from the
three rippled b-sheet systems discussed above that are all
antiparallel. The H-bonds connecting the FYF monomers in the
bril are measured as 2.519(2) Å (Fig. 5A). The torsional angles
for the central residue of FYF were measured as 4 ¼ �158.0(2)�

and j ¼ 169.0(3)� (Fig. 5B), both substantially wider than the
corresponding Ramachandran angles associated with FYF in
the rippled antiparallel [FYF:fyf]n and [FWF:fyf]n b-sheets. This
difference is likely a consequence of the distinct architecture
and associated packing forces. Similar to the rippled systems,
the pleated parallel [FYF:FYF]n columns are mated via steric
zippers into brils that associate laterally through salt bridges
(Fig. 5C).

An interesting parallel is noted with a recent study of racemic
Ab40.31 Whereas enantiopure Ab40 is known to form parallel in-
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 The periodic pleated parallel b-sheet [FYF:FYF]n layer, shown in two orthogonal projections (A and B). Dihedral angles in [�]; H-bond
distances in [Å]. Packing in the crystallographic lattice; four symmetry-equivalent columns shown (C).
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register pleated b-sheets, its racemic counterpart forms anti-
parallel rippled b-sheets, suggesting there may be an intrinsic
preference for the rippled b-sheet to adopt the antiparallel
orientation. Similar observations were made for the racemic
aggregated FFF:fff system,33 the racemic aggregated
KLVFFAE:klvffae system,3 and for polyglycine I.21–23 However,
the preference is not absolute as the MAX1/DMAX hairpin
system studied by the Schneider lab did form parallel rippled b-
sheets.1 Inter-sheet side-chain interactions may be another
factor that could be explored to ne-tune rippled b-sheet
architectures in the future.1,39
Conclusions

Crystal structures of three distinct periodic rippled b-sheet
layers were presented, two of which are racemic (i.e., [FYF:fyf]n
and [FWF:fwf]n), and one that is quasi-racemic (i.e., [FWF:fyf]n).
The layer coordinates are in good overall agreement with the
predictions of Pauling and Corey. The individual rippled b-
sheet columns are mated via steric zippers into rippled b-sheet
brils, which associate laterally via salt bridges. All three
rippled b-sheet brils adopt the antiparallel arrangement,
distinct from the pleated, homochiral [FYF:FYF]n that forms
parallel b-sheet brils. The rippled b-sheet bril is a novel
supramolecular architecture, which may allow rational design
of unique functional peptide materials.
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